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Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

The proposed Hotel Project: IRE: CF-20-1024, ZA 2012-3354-CUB-CU-CDP-SPR-SPP-MEL-WDI-1A, ENV 
2016-4321-EIR will adversely affect existing uses on surrounding properties and the quality of life for the 
residents residing nearby. I urge PLUM to deny the project.

The project would drastically increase traffic estimated approximately to 19,647 vehicles per day which doesn’t 
included the massive amount of foot traffic already on Abbott Kinney Boulevard, especially during the morning 
and late afternoon periods when children and families are walking to and from the elementary school across 
the street. The lack of ample hotel loading area would force trucks to park in the middle of Abbott Kinney, 
blocking sight lines encouraging traffic to swerve and increasing the potential of endangering pedestrians.

Parking is another issue that needs serious review and should not be ignored. On-site parking is valet only via 
an automated parking system accessed one way from a very narrow Electric Avenue. Guests waiting to park 
will be backed up into the neighborhood creating daily gridlock The employees who work at the restaurants and 
stores on Abbot Kinney overwhelmingly prefer to park on the residential streets, straining the capacity for 
available street parking, particularly at peak hours. The proposed hotel, restaurant bar, retail development with 
full-and part time employee(s) along with existing Abbot Kinney business patrons and employees, all competing 
for street parking will have a severe impact on the neighborhood. The hotel will be open 24/7 bringing with it 
traffic and noise at all hours of the day and night.

Perhaps it's time the needs of the employees and the residents be considered in the parking calculations and 
parking space requirements. Alternative modes of transportation such as riding a bicycle, taking the train or bus 
may not be an option for many of the employees who don’t live in the immediate neighborhood.

The on-site and take-away sale and consumption of a full-line of alcoholic beverages with operating hours from 
7:00 a.m.- 1:00 a.m. daily is troublesome because there is an elementary school and playgrounds directly 
across the street. Our community in Venice is overwhelmed with an excess alcohol licenses issued within a 3.1 
square mile area, clearly exceeding ABC’s current recommendation for this census tract (2733). Studies have 
repeatedly shown that neighborhoods with an overconcentration of permitted liquor sales also have higher 
rates of felonious assaults, auto thefts, underage drinking, alcohol-related accidents and hospitalizations which 
will increase calls to crimes overtaxing the already overburdened LAPD Pacific Division.

I respectfully urge PLUM to deny the Venice Hotel Project.

Sincerely,

Mari Snyder, Electric Avenue resident
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